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S i K 
Scam ICO Killer 

 

The first decentralized service ensuring ICO 
fulfillment or refund of up to 93% of funds 
invested by the investor. 
 

• We preserve up to 93% of investor’s money  
if the team does not keep the promises or delays the fulfillment terms for more 
than 2 months up to 93% of the raised funds will be refunded to the investors. 

• We save the market from SCAM ICO projects  
it makes no sense for these projects to try raising funds, as they will not get it 
anyway. 

• We eliminate the risks of ICO prohibition by 
regulators  
ICO becomes completely decentralized. And money which is stored decentrally 
cannot be prohibited or forced to be returned! 
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Abstract 

SiK project (Scam ICO killer) is the first tool in the world enabling to secure investments into ICO 
and preserve up to 93% of the invested funds. The project works on the basis of blockchain 
technology.  

This unique possibility is attained by storage of all funds raised during ICO under control of 
decentralized SiK service. Right after ICO up to 93% of the raised money are frozen at SiK 
accounts, until the team which has carried out ICO fulfils its obligations on realization of the 
project's first stage described in the roadmap. Once the proofs of the project's first stage 
fulfilment are uploaded in decentralized SiK platform, the team consisting of 300 independent 
experts selected from all over the world estimates the work. Every expert can either accept the 
work stage or reject it. If the work is accepted by at least 70% of the experts the next amount 
required by ICO team for realization of the project's next stage will be unblocked at SiK 
accounts. Shall the team fail to fulfil its obligations delay the terms considerably, all remaining 
funds will be refunded to investors. 

SiK project protects not only interests of the investors. If the ICO team uses decentralized SiK 
service during ICO this helps increase trust of the investors to such a project, which promotes 
and facilitates fund raising significantly, as well as cuts down the advertising budget. In two 
years, the use of SiK service for ICO will be "the gold standard". Projects without the use of SiK 
will hardly win trust of investors and raise significant amounts. 

Besides, the use of decentralized SiK platform ensures safety of funds raised during the ICO and 
protects them from various regulators and frauds. If ICO has been carried out nobody can 
forbid or demand to return the raised funds, as nobody including SiK developer team will have 
an access to them. The money can be spent only for implementation of the project according to 
the roadmap and will be refunded to investors in case of any problems with implementation. 

SiK gets profit by charging the fee for using the service. The fee makes 4% of the total amount 
raised during every ICO. 10% of these means will be used for technical and marketing support 
of SiK service. 4% will be used for rewarding oracles-experts. The reserve fund makes 15% and 
is provided for the case of the lack of profit in the next month. The means are reserved for 1 
month and are then distributed together with the new profit. 

The remaining 70% of means will be spent for buyout of SiK tokens and further burning of 
them.
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1. Definitions  

SiK is abbreviation of Scam ICO killer, the name of the project which will make creation of scam 

ICO unprofitable, which will lead to almost full extinction of them.  

Initial Coin Offerings, ICO is a way for attraction of capital by crypto-investments into the 

project at its initial stage (including application of cryptocurrencies). Hereinafter referred to as 

"ICO". 

Cryptoeconomy are social and economic relations in a digital society which are focused on 

interactions with the use of network protocols. The main lines in the field of cryptoeconomy 

study are:  

o cryptographic tokens (cryptocurrencies, digital assets); 

o decentralized systems of social security and crowd-funding; 

o decentralized management systems;  

o self-executing, "smart" contracts; commerce markets for computing resources; online 

systems of trust and reputation systems; consensus algorithms, etc. 

Roadmap is a detailed ICO project startup development plan. This plan includes development 

stages, exact and measurable performance criteria for every stage, and the amount required 

for ICO project startup for realization of every stage.  

Oracles-experts are invited and selected users registered at SIK platform and confirming 

performance of every stage of ICO projects startup works. 
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2. Introduction. Brief of the project 

More and more new ICOs emerge every day. In November alone, more than 1000 ICOs have 

been carried out. The market growing in rapid leaps is very attractive for the investors, as it 

offers good profit opportunities.  

At the same time there are a number of problems:  

1. It is impossible to analyze and comprehend all projects. Complex analysis methods for 

choosing ICO for investment show that only one of 20 ICOs is profitable, while the others 

lead to partial of full loss of investors' funds. 

 

2. On the other hand, there are ample opportunities for swindlers and frauds. The 

overwhelming majority of teams raising funds with ICO do not adhere to promises. Thus, 

the investors lose their money. 

 

SiK project is the solution 

SiK is the first tool in the world working on the basis of blockchain technology and enabling to 

secure investments in ICO and to preserve up to 93% of the invested funds.  

This unique possibility is attained by storage of all funds raised during ICO under control of 

decentralized SiK service. Right after ICO up to 93% of the raised money are frozen at SiK 

accounts, until the team which has carried out ICO fulfils its obligations on realization of the 

project's first stage described in the roadmap. Once the proofs of the project's first stage 

fulfilment are uploaded in decentralized SiK platform, the team consisting of 300 independent 

experts selected from all over the world estimates the work. Every expert can either accept the 

work stage or reject it. If the work is accepted by at least 70% of the experts the next amount 

required by ICO team for realization of the project's next stage will be unblocked at SiK 

accounts. Shall the team fail to fulfil its obligations and delay the terms considerably, all the 

remaining funds will be refunded to investors. 

SiK project protects not only interests of the investors. If the ICO team uses decentralized SiK 
service during ICO this helps increase trust of the investors to such a project, which promotes  
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and facilitates fund raising significantly, as well as cuts down the advertising budget. In two 
years, the use of SiK service for ICO will be "the gold standard". Projects without the use of SiK 
will hardly win trust of investors and raise significant amounts. 

Besides, the use of decentralized SiK platform ensures safety of funds raised during the ICO and 

protects them from various regulators and frauds. If ICO has been carried out nobody can 

forbid or demand to return the raised funds, as nobody including SiK developer team will have 

an access to them. The money can be spent only for implementation of the project, according 

to the roadmap, and will be refunded to investors in case of any problems with 

implementation. 

 

SiK gets profit by charging the fee for using the service. The fee makes 4% of the total amount 

raised during every ICO.  

10% of these means will be used for technical and marketing support of SiK service.  
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5% will be used for rewarding of oracles-experts.  

The reserve fund makes 15% and is provided for the case of the lack of profit in the next month. 

The means are reserved for 1 month and are then distributed together with new profit.  

The remaining 70% of means will be spent for buyout of SiK tokens and further burning of 

them.  

Thus, SiK project is beneficial for everybody - for investors and startup projects attracting 

money with the help of ICO.  

Investors get the guarantee of refunding their investments, higher motivation of ICO teams, 

and release from scam ICOs. And this will make ICOs a reliable way for profit-making. 

ICO teams will use SIK project for promotion of trust to their project and protection of the 

raised funds. Besides, they'll get a full-grade marketing support for 4% which will be multiply 

repaid. 
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3. Problem 

The first ICO was carried out five years ago. In January 2012, a software developer from Seattle 

called J. R. Willett published the "white paper" - a document with a suggestion to create a 

programmable "money layer", a superstructure over the existing blockchain of Bitcoin. The 

protocol offered by him was called Mastercoin and was aimed to enable anybody to create own 

cryptocurrency using Bitcoin as the basis. In order to finance this development Mastercoin fund 

arranged ICO in July, 2013: five hundred people willing to help the project transferred 5 

thousand BTC with total value of $500 000, according to exchange rate of that time, to its 

electronic address and got digital tokens - UpToken. The concept was that tokens are not 

shares, but a kind of digital bonds which will rise in price in the process of the protocol 

development and can be sold at much higher price in the future. 

In 2014 and 2015 the number of ICOs could be counted on the fingers of one hand, but a huge 

offering happened in August, 2014: blockchain Ethereum, a creation of Vitaly Buterin, the 

Canadian of the Russian origin, has attracted 31 591 BTC. At exchange rate for the August, 2014 

this amount of BTC cost $18,4 million, while now this amount would cost about $140 million. 

In 2016, there were dozens of ICOs and the real breakthrough happened in the spring of 2017, 

after a sharp growth of exchange rates for the main cryptocurrencies. Not less than two 

hundred ICOs per months have been carried out in summer and autumn of this year.  
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More than 1000 ICOs started in November 2017! The market growing in rapid leaps is very 

attractive for the investors, as it offers good profit opportunities, impossible in any other field. 

At the same time there are a number of problems:  

1. It is impossible to analyze and comprehend all projects. Complex analysis methods for 

choosing ICO for investment show that only one of 20 ICOs is profitable, while the others lead 

to partial or full loss of the investor funds. Thus, investments into ICO are now connected with 

very high risks. 

 

2. There are ample opportunities for frauds. Right after ICO the teams gets the whole 

amount of funds at its disposal and does not have any obligations. Thus, the raised funds are 

sometimes 10 times higher than those required for project realization. The overwhelming  
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majority of teams raising funds with ICO do not adhere to promises. Thus, the investors simply 

lose their money. 

3. It is difficult for good projects to win trust of the investors, as there are numerous scam 

ICOs in the market. And even scam-free projects do not attain the expected result in 9 of 10 

cases. In this connection, marketing expenses for ICO grow every day. Small and good projects 

lacking for resources are lost among big ones. 

4.      There is always a risk that one of the regulators will demand to return all funds raised 

during ICO to the investors. 

5.  Expenses for preparation and organization of ICO are high. An average ICO costs $500 

000. Startups have to find and agree with escrow, advisers, and executors and pay them 

incredible fees. Thus, the quality of works is usually not guaranteed. And all these measures are 

taken only for winning trust and attracting investors. 

6.   Even if ICO has been carried out successfully there is always a risk of stealing the raised 

funds. Everybody remembers the story with The Dao (a venture fund on the basis of Ethereum), 

when hackers cracked and stole 64 000 000$. And this is not a single instance; thefts and frauds 

happen regularly. In 2017, the frauds stole $225 million from people using blockchain of 

Ethereum cryptocurrency, according to Bloomberg referring to the report of Chainalysis  

company which analyzes blockchain transactions. This year investors have invested $1,6 billion 

in ICO based on Ethereum blockchain and the frauds got $150 million from this amount, as 

Chainalysis reports. More than 3000 people have been robbed. Everyone lost $7500 on the 

average. If you invest in ICO then your money will be stolen in one of ten cases, Bloomberg 

informed. 

The market needs a solution for reducing the risks, securing investors from scam ICOs and 

failure to perform obligations by project teams. This solution should also provide ICO teams 

with a tool enabling to win trust of investors with lower expenses and to secure the funds 

raised during ICO. 
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4. Solution  

1. Safe investments to ICO 

SiK project is the first-ever tool in the world enabling to secure investments into ICO and to 

preserve up to 93% of the invested funds. The project works on the basis of blockchain 

technology.  

This unique possibility is attained by storage of all funds raised during ICO under control of 

decentralized SiK service. Right after ICO up to 93% of the raised money are frozen at SiK 

accounts, until the team which has carried out ICO fulfils its obligations and implements the 

first stage of the project described in the roadmap. Once the proofs of the project's first stage 

fulfilment are uploaded in decentralized SiK platform, the team consisting of 300 independent 

experts selected from all over the world estimates the work. Every expert can either accept the 

work stage or reject it. If the work is accepted by at least 51% of the experts the next amount 

required by ICO team for realization of the project's next stage will be unblocked at SiK 

accounts. Shall the team fail to fulfil its obligations and delay the terms considerably, all 

remaining funds will be refunded to investors. 
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2. Handy catalogue of ICO projects  

SiK projects offer a handy catalogue of ICO projects. Information in the catalogue is well-

structured and summarized.  Since it is pointless for the scam ICOs to be published in SiK 

catalogue, a considerable amount of ICOs is dropped out. And the remaining, fair ICOs can be 

easily analyzed.  

3. Escrow for ICO teams.  

In fact SiK service is escrow for ICO teams, though not in the usual meaning, when escrow only 

guarantees entry to a stock exchange, without any promotion of project realization and return 

of money to investors. SiK service is a guarantor throughout the entire project realization cycle. 

Thus, if ICO team uses decentralized SiK service for ICO, the trust from investors to such a 

project increases significantly, which promotes and facilitates fund raising and cuts down the 

advertising budget. In two years, the use of SiK service for ICO will be "the gold standard". 

Projects without the use of SiK will hardly win trust of investors and raise significant amounts. 

4. Reliable search for executors in the blockchain field.  

A platform with "secure transaction" service for finding executors and offers in the blockchain 

field. There will be real reviews, rating and statistics on every contractor, natural person.  The 

reviews cannot be deleted or edited, as the data will be stored in blockchain. 

5. Reduction of expenses for ICO.  

The use of SiK service for carrying out of ICO boosts trust to the project significantly. And it 

means it will be much easier to raise the required amount; hence, less money will be required 

for advertising.   

Besides, every project using SiK service for ICO will be added to SiK catalogue of ICO projects 

with large number of visitors per day for free. Thus, SiK is a free advertising channel for ICO 

startups. 

Alongside with it, SiK project is a place for finding executors for preICO, ICO, and project 

development. Access to qualified executors from all over the world will reduce the expenses of 

ICO preparation. 
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6. Decrease of risks for ICO teams.  

For teams arranging the ICO, the use of decentralized SiK platform guarantees safety of funds 

raised during the ICO and protects them from various regulators and frauds. If ICO has been 

carried out nobody can forbid or demand to return the raised funds, as nobody including SiK 

developer team will have an access to them. The money can be spent only for implementation 

of the project, according to the roadmap, and will be refunded to investors in case of any 

problems with implementation. 
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5. Functional  

1. Tool for protection against scam ICOs; 

2. Handy catalogue of ICO projects; 

3. Escrow for ICO; 

4. Decrease of risks for ICO teams; 

5. Platform for finding orders and executors in the blockchain field. 

 

5.1. Functional: users 

Registration  

All users should be registered on the platform to take any actions in the system.  

All users of the platform have unique Ethereum wallets which are created automatically. The 

user can request to change the wallet identifier, which may be required if the user has lost 

access to their wallet. 

Oracle-experts  

The user who has been invited and chosen to be oracle-expert gets oracle status. Oracles can 

be authors in the other projects, but not in their own one. 

Authors  

Author is a user who creates ICO project on SiK platform. Once a campaign is created, the user 

becomes the author and gets the corresponding status and access options. To avoid 

misunderstanding and improve the platform content quality one author can have only one 

launched ICO project on SiK platform at a time, though the author can have any number of 

drafts. The drafts which have passed moderator control become generally accessible and will 

be displayed on "Public drafts" page. If the founder sets the start date they become upcoming 

drafts and will be displayed on "Upcoming drafts" page. 

User privacy  
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All personal information of the user is inaccessible for the other users or SiK platform team. 

This information includes but is not limited to e-mail, wallet identifiers and means on user's 

accounts, direct links to accounts in social networks (when specified in the user account).  

Anonymity mode 

Some users may want to keep anonymity. To do this, the user can enable "Anonymity mode" in 

their account settings. Once this mode is enabled, the user account will become inaccessible for 

viewing by other users. Anonymous users cannot leave comments or send messages to authors 

as long as anonymity mode is on. If the user disables anonymity mode all their previous actions 

will keep anonymity. Same as comments or actions left and taken by the user in non-

anonymous mode will not become anonymous whenever the user enables this function in 

settings. 
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6. Competitive advantages  

At present there is no service or solution offering the above mentioned possibilities. None of 

the existing and working services guarantees refunds and provides a full-grade and 

sophisticated mechanism for protection of investors against scam ICOs.  

There is also no tool enabling ICO teams to win the trust of investors to the extent, to which SiK 

services can.  

Investors are unprotected from frauds, regulators, and other persons willing to seize or affect 

the funds raised during the ICO. 

Key advantages of ICO project  

For investors into ICO For startup founders  

Guaranteed safety of investments; The service creates ultimate trust from the 

side of investors; 

Traceability of project realization process in 

reliable source 

Advertising platform for publishing of projects; 

Greater number of completed projects; Protection against split of the team; 

Refund of up to 93% of invested means in case 

of project failure. 

Secure storage of the raised funds, protection 

against regulators and hackers. 

For all other interested people 

Possibility to find executor and contractor with “safe transaction” service and independent 

decentralized arbitrage in the field of blockchain. 
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7. Practicality  

SiK service provides the following possibilities for the founders: 

1. Ultimate trust of investors as a result collection of the required amount within the 

shortest terms; 

2. Advertising platform for publishing of projects, which reduces marketing expenses; 

3. Protection against all regulators asking to return money unreasonably; 

4. Protection against the split of team; 

5.  Protection against frauds and hackers stealing the raised means. 

 

SiK service provides the following possibilities for the investors: 

1. Guarantee of ICO investments safety; 

2. Refund of up to 93% of the invested means if a project fails; 

3.  Requirement of ICO teams to adhere to promises and to realize the project according to 

the roadmap in full scope and within the agreed terms; 

3. Tracing of ICO project realization course in reliable source and possibility to choose the 

objects for investment during the project realization, depending on realization course. 

 

Possibilities for all other interested persons: 

1. Platform with “safe transaction” service for finding executors and service offers in the 

field of blockchain.  

 

Thus, SiK project is beneficial for everybody - for investors and startup projects attracting 

money with the help of ICO.  
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Investors get the guarantee of refunding their investments, higher motivation of ICO teams, 

and release from scam ICOs. And this will make ICOs a reliable way for profit-making. 

ICO teams will use SIK project for promotion of trust to their project and protection of the 

raised funds. Besides, they'll get full-grade marketing support for 4% which will be multiply 

repaid 
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8. Market and demand for the project. 

The market of Initial Coin Offering, ICO, is new and relatively small. In 2016, the amount of ICOs 

carried out in the whole world made $222 million. While the world market of venture 

investments made up $127 billion in the same year. Meanwhile, the value of ICOs carried out in 

the first half of 2017 made $1,13 billion, from which $797 million - in the second quarter. 

Results of the second half of the year were even more impressive. More than $5,5 billion have 

been attracted already and the predicted sum makes not less than $6,5 billion. 

 

The share of means attracted with the help of ICOs in the total amount of investments is 

negligibly small even now. For example, startups raised $34 billion with the help of crowd-

funding platforms in 2015; the volumes of venture financing made up $127 billion last year. Nil 

Riemer, founder of Index Ventures, one of the largest European venture funds, expressed as 

follows: "Some of them (ICOs) will replace certain venture funds". 
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In 2010, the volume of crowd-funding market was at its forming stage and made about 900 

mio. dollars. 2012 was a year of rapid growth of the crowd-funding market.  2,7 bln. dollars 

were raised with the help of crowd-funding  platforms in 2012, while in 2011 this amount made 

1,5 bln. dollars. The market volume doubled every year and made $6,1 billion in 2013, $16,2 

billion -  in 2014, $34,5 billion - in 2015, and $69 billion - in 2016. 
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The statistics speaks for itself. In 2014, startups raised $26 million with the help of ICO, in 2015 

- $14 million, and in the previous year - already $222 million. According to experts' forecasts 

this amount can make min. $6,5 billion in 2017. 

ICO grows: the volume of investments has grown 440 times within 4 years (from 2013 to 2016). 

The penetration level of cryptocurrencies in the financial market is still low, though their 

growth potential is vast. According to forecasts the ICO market volume can make 14 billion in 

2018, 32 billion - in 2019, 59 billion - in 2020, 86 billion - in 2021, and 92 billion - in 2022. 

These data proves brilliant potential of the ICO market and ultimate demand for the project.  

SiK project is essential for both investors and ICO startups! 
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9. Business model 

SiK gets profit by charging the fee for using the service. The fee makes 4% of the total amount 

raised during every ICO.  

As the service is essential for both ICO teams and investors, we expect to seize not less than 

50% of the market by 2021. 

Forecast of SiK’s share in the market  

2018 – 0,5%  

2019 – 20% 

2020 – 40% 

2021 – 50% 

2022 – 60% 

Forecast of income earned by SiK project 

Year Market size ICO SiK Income 

2018 $14 000 000 000 $2 800 000 
2019 $32 000 000 000 $256 000 000 
2020 $59 000 000 000 $944 000 000 
2021 $86 000 000 000 $1 720 000 000 
2022 $92 000 000 000 $2 208 000 000 

 

Thus, by 2019 the income should make $256 million and $2,2 billion by 2022.    

Distribution of SiK’s income 

10% will be used for technical and marketing support of SiK service.  

5% - fee for oracle-experts.  

15% - reserve equalization fund for the case of lack of income in the next month. The means are 

reserved for 1 month and are then distributed together with the new income. Example: in May, 

2018, the service earned the income of 32 million. The reserve fund will make 4,8 million. In  
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June, SiK service earned 27 million, which will be supplemented with 4,8 million of the reserve 

fund of June. The total means to be distributed will make 31,8 million, 15% of which will remain 

in the equalization fund until the next month. This will secure from sharp gaps in income and 

payments accordingly. 

The remaining 70% of means will be spent for buyout of SiK tokens and further burning of 

them.  

 

Thus, the means spent for buyout and burning of tokens will make: 

Year SiK income, $ Money spent for SiK tokens buyout  
2018 $2 800 000 $1 960 000 
2019 $256 000 000 $179 200 000 
2020 $944 000 000 $660 800 000 
2021 $1 720 000 000 $1 204 000 000 
2022 $2 208 000 000 $1 545 600 000 

 

Taking into account the fact that total amount of tokens sold at ICO will make $10 million, we’ll 

be able to buy out all sold tokens at ICO price in 12-14 months after ICO completion. 
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10. preICO and ICO conditions 

Crypto-tokens will be issued within the scope of SiK project. 

ICO is carried out according to two main objectives: 

• Introduction of SIK token 

• Attraction of means for SiK project development and promotion. 

 

Tokens will be issued in fixed quantity which is limited by upper threshold (hard cap).  

Tokens will be issued within 30 days during ICO. 

Tokens will be distributed through smart contract. The raised funds will be spent for launching 

the platform and mobile apps, integration of token, and advertising and marketing financing. 

We will realize our project at various levels depending on the amount raised. 

 

preICO start:  November 29, 2017. 

Duration: 31 days 

Nominal value of crypto-tokens: 1 ETH = 15 000SIK. 

Ethereum financing currency (min. 0.1 ETH) 

Financing target at preICO: $500 000 

Hard cap at preICO: $1 million 

Once the hard cap is reached preICO will be stopped immediately. 

ICO start: end of January-February 2018 (the exact date will be determined after preICO 

completion) 

Duration: 30 days 
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Crypto-token name: SIK 

Nominal value of crypto-tokens: 1 ETH = 15 000SIK. 

Ethereum financing currency (any amount) 

Main financing target: $10 million 

Minimal financing target: $1 million  

Issue technology: Ethereum ERC20 with advanced security functions ERC223. 

Minimal financing amount to be achieved for completion of ICO: $1 000’000. (Shall this amount 

be not achieved all investments will be refunded after deduction of transaction fees). 

The following special conditions are provided for financing the project at early stages: 

• the first 12.5 million tokens will be sold at preICO with 80% bonus to quantity of tokens 

purchased; 

• the next 12.5 million tokens will be sold at preICO with 70% bonus to quantity  of tokens 

purchased; 

• the next 25 million tokens will be sold at ICO with 10% bonus to quantity of tokens purchased; 

• the next 25 million tokens will be sold at ICO with 7% bonus to quantity of tokens purchased; 

• the next 25 million tokens will be sold at ICO with 5% bonus to quantity of tokens purchased; 

• within the scope of the further sale tokens will be sold without bonuses. 

Additional bonuses at preICO for volume: 

For one-time purchase for more than  You’ll get additional SIK tokens: 

1 ETH + 4% 

5ETH + 7% 

10ETH + 10% 

50ETH + 15% 

100ETH + 20% 
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You can buy SIK tokens within the scope of ICO made by direct transfer of ETH to smart contract 

address. We accept ETH only from wallets. Please be attentive and do not pay with wallets that are 

incompatible with ERC20 contracts or with accounts at cryptocurrency exchange, as it can result in  

loss of control over purchased tokens. 

 

Listing at cryptocurrency exchanges 

Upon ICO completion tokens can be freely purchased or sold at many cryptocurrency 

exchanges. The number of exchanges will grow as SIK project develops.  

SIK tokens will be available for instant exchange for all liquid cryptocurrencies at exchanges. 

Tokens distribution: 
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25% of issued tokens are reserved for the team and partners; thus, 20% of them will be frozen 

for one year after ICO completion. This will ensure mutual interest of investors and team in 

growth of token price.  

10% - preICO. 

5% - bounty-program, payment to advisers, pr. 

60% - major part of tokens will be distributed at ICO. 

If 25% for the team and partners may seem as too great amount, you should note that we've 

taken this step deliberately to motivate ourselves for creating a really good project. Thus, we 

aspire not only to create it, but to attract "customers" to it. We plan to raise only $10 million 

which will be spent for the project realization completely, while our reward will be provided 

by growth of the token price (by income of SIK project, buyout and burning tokens). Some 

other projects raise $100 million, the biggest part of which is retained by the teams, as project 

realization does not require such significant amounts. Naturally these conditions preclude any 

considerable growth of the token price, so such teams can afford to retain only 10-15% of 

tokens, since they have already $100 million at their disposal. 

We believe in ourselves and are confident about profitability of our project. We aspire to create 

a superior product and not only to get money! 
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11. Roadmap  

1st quarter of 2017 - idea  

2nd quarter of 2017 - market analysis, concept development  

3rd quarter of 2017 - preparation to preICO 

4th quarter of 2017 - preICO 

1st quarter of 2018 - ICO 

2nd quarter of 2018 - platform prototype, ICO projects catalogue, mobile app for Android and iOS 

3rd quarter of 2018-beta version, tests of SiK platform on several ICOs, start of the advertising campaign. 

The first 20 ICO startups participate for free.  

4th quarter of 2018 - autonomous version of SiK platform on blockchain. 

1st quarter of 2019 - functional extension: platform for finding orders and executors in the field of 

blockchain with independent expert arbitrage. Payments to oracle-experts. 

2nd quarter of 2019 - functional extension: possibility for the ICO teams to introduce changes to 

roadmap, payment plans, to change wallets, and for the experts - to accept or reject the offered 

changes. 

4th quarter of 2019 - possibility to choose the cryptocurrency for storing the raised funds in. For 

example, if the funds were raised in Ethereum and the team wants to store the money frozen on SiK 

platform for development in Bitcoin, Litecoin, Ripple, Dash, Zcash, and other popular cryptocurrencies - 

there will be such a possibility.  
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12. Team  

The project team includes people with vast experience in creating successful 
projects and participating in investment campaigns. The team has developed 
more than 20 prosperous projects that have employed more than 700 people. 
The total annual turnover of the companies makes 30 million dollars. 

 
 

Yermolayev Dmitry - CEO 
 
Serial entrepreneur.  
In 2013 created online taxi booking 
service. 
In 2014 created online coaching service 
called "Secrets of Masters".  
(More than 3000 coaches, team - 58 
people) 
Organizer of online events with total 
audience of 200.000 persons within 3 
years of work. 

 
 

Bashmakov Anton – CEO 
 
Serial entrepreneur, investor, coach.  
Since 2005 runs several enterprises: 
Internet stores, service centre, building 
company. 
Since 2015 - coach at “Business 
Molodost” (business youth) project 
(molodost.bz) 
Since 2016 - developments, investment, 
and coaching in the field of 
cryptocurrencies. 
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Tregubova Irina - CFO 
14 years of financial manager career at 
medium- and large-sized business. 
Since 2013 - founder of consulting 
company, В2В assessment, 
management accounting, financial 
engineering. 
 

 
Solovyov Valery - CMO  
Manager of “ARS Group” marketing 
agency, experience in the field of 
advertising – since 2002. Promotion of 
“Colgate-Palmolive”, “Baltika”, and 
“SUN InBev” companies. 

 
 

Lobachenkov Artem - CTO 
11 years of experience in web 
development and IT projects 
management; 
CTO in the field of Internet technologies; 
Founder of the company developing 
complex Internet projects. 
 
 

 
Korshunova Marina - Marketing 
 
9 year of experience in promotion of 
products on the Internet for Russian- 
and English-speaking audience.  
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13. Technical part  

Voting and allocation of funds to ICO teams. 

At preparation ICO the project team draws up the road map and the following materials for 

every stage of it:  

1.  Detailed description of what will be done at every stage, as well as short requirements 

specification; 

2. Exact and measurable completion criteria for every stage; 

3. Amount required for implementation of every stage; 

4. Terms of every stage. 

After the ICO, the raised funds will be transferred not to wallets of ICO founders, but to SiK fund 

account. The team will get only the means declared as required for implementation of the first 

roadmap stage: from 3% to 10% of the raised funds.  

Then the project team shall report on executed works of the first stage on SiK platform. The 

report will be carried out by uploading files, video and photo content, publication of links to 

websites and ready-made apps. The report shall conform to conditions stated during the ICO 

(terms, conformity of works to the stated criteria). Upon registration every ICO team will get 

access to personal profile for uploading all data. If ICO team wants to hide some reports on the 

works done from public access it can put the corresponding tick at any document. Other 

materials will become available to all users of the Internet and allow to follow the project 

progress and to make a decision on further investment into it by purchase of tokens. 

After the first stage of the project is completed by ICO team and the confirmation materials are 

uploaded to the personal profile, the executed works will be assessed by independent experts. 

Every expert puts their assessment (checkbox yes/no) and the stage is whether accepted or 

not. If the expert does not accept the stage he/she has to write the reason in short in the 

comment field. However, the experts can leave a comment after accepting the stage too, at 

their own discretion. 
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Voting for the project is closed. Minimum 51% of votes are required. Once the projects gets 

51% of active oracles' votes it is provided with money for the next stage according to the stated 

roadmap. If the project gets 50% of rejects the voting terminates. Shall this be the case the 

project team has two alternatives - either to change the stage and to present confirmation of 

well-performed works or to refuse from obligations fulfilment, which will entail instant refund 

of the remaining money to investors. The project team does not see exact votes of the experts, 

but the comments that can be taken into account for further work.  

All materials are published in English or in the native language of the project team + notarized 

translation. 
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Who votes and makes the decisions?  

Independent oracle-experts vote for stages. Initially developers of SiK project invite 200 oracle-

experts from different countries to the system. Thus, the countries which are most active in the 

crypto-field are preferable. The experts specialize, first of all, in blockchain, cryptocurrencies, 

programming, and finances. Every oracle-expert has the right to invite one person in a month 

and to offer his/her candidacy for voting with a short reasoning why this person should become 

the oracle. If more than 80% of active oracles vote for acceptance of this person, he/she gets 

the status of active oracle. The voting is anonymous. 

The maximum number of active oracles is 300 at a time.  

The minimum number is 200 active oracles.  

If the number of active oracles is less than 200, the function of voting for ICO projects by oracle-

experts becomes inactive, until the number of oracles increases to 200 and more. In this case, 

the oracles will have to vote for the new members, until the number of active oracles reaches 

200 people. If there are no candidacies for voting, new experts should be invited. This should be 

done for protection of system against concentration of power at several experts. 

Besides, while the number of oracle-experts is less than 300 (active + inactive ones), the system 

requires to vote for at least five new oracles in a month. If five new oracle-experts have not 

been accepted in the previous month, the function of voting for ICO projects by oracle-experts-

oracles becomes inactive, until new experts join the system. 

The oracle is active if they participated in voting for at least 60% of ICO projects within the last 

month ("for" or "against"  - it does not matter). If the oracle-expert participated in voting for 

less than 60% of ICO projects within the last calendar month, provided there were projects, 

such oracle becomes inactive and keep this status for the next calendar month. If the oracle 

does not vote for at least 60% of ICO project ("for" or "against" - it does not matter) within this 

month, they are expelled from oracles and can become oracle again according to the standard 

invitation and voting procedure. 

As the maximum number of oracles is 300 active experts at a time, if some inactive expert 

decides to start voting for the projects actively to restore their status and there are already 300  
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active oracle-experts, such an expert can vote but their vote will not be considered. If this 

oracle has voted for at least 60% projects within a month and there is a free oracle position 

(someone from active oracles has become inactive), then this oracle-expert gets active status. If 

there are no vacant positions, the oracle will be expelled. If there are two applicants for the 

position, the expert who has voted for a greater number of projects is preferred. This plan will 

motivate oracles to participate in voting actively; thus, inactive members will be expelled. 

Motivation of oracle-experts. 

Oracles get reward from the system for any assessment of a project.  

Fees are paid to oracle-experts once a month, on the first day of every month following the 

accounting month. 

The reward makes 4% of SiK project's profit within the accounting month.  

The reward is equally distributed among all active oracle-experts in the accounting month. 

Motivation of oracle-experts to give an exact assessment. 

Every oracle has accuracy rating. 

 

The rating is formed after implementation of the first 10 projects, once there are enough 

statistical data. 

Factors reducing the rating Factors boosting the rating  

1. If the expert has voted for project stages, 

but the project was not launched afterwards. 

 

2. If the expert has voted against the project, 

while the other oracle-experts voted for it and 

the project was launched successfully. 

 

 

Min 0.5 

1.  If the expert has voted for project stages 

and the project was launched successfully. 

 

2. If the expert has voted against the project, 

same as the other oracle-experts, and the 

project was closed and money has been 

refunded to investors. 

 

Max 1.5 
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The rating is used as increasing and decreasing ratio to oracle's reward.  

From one to three oracle-experts (1% of the active oracles) with the worst rating are expelled 

from the system every month. 

Besides, since oracle-experts get the interest from the project profit, they are motivated to 

treat the voting as much attentively and responsibly as possible to promote the reputation of 

SiK project and increase their income. 

Appeal and dismissal of oracles. 

If it is obvious that some oracles have voted for some project unfairly ("for" or "against"), any 

oracle or project authors can submit an appeal. If the appeal will be supported by more than 

70% of oracles, the voting results will be opened and the unfair oracle will be detected. In this 

case any oracle can offer and vote for dismissal of one or several unfair oracles. Dismissal of 

oracle requires at least 80% of active oracle votes. 
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14. Security  

Security of funds  

SiK platform staff has no access to wallets of users including wallets or tokens. The funds raised 

by campaigns and stored in their unique wallets are controlled by the platform automatically. 

After completion of fund-raising, all means will be stored in Ethereum blockchain, in a smart 

contract controlled by oracle-experts. The first portion of means required by ICO startup for 

implementation of the first stage will be automatically transferred to the specified wallet of 

campaign's author and 4% will be transferred to SiK platform wallets. The staff of SiK platform 

has no access to unique wallets of campaigns and cannot carry out transfers from them. 

Security of users 

Only owners of wallets have access to them. Passwords to the accounts are not stored on SIK 

platform site.  

Links to user accounts in social networks, emails, and other contact details are shown only to 

owners of the accounts and are not visible for the other users. 

SiK team members have no access to user wallets, identifiers, or passwords. 

Privacy 

For the sake of security of founders and investors, authors raising the funds at SiK platform 

have to be public and provide personal information to the investors. While the campaign is 

active, the author of it cannot enable anonymity mode. Once a campaign is finished, the author 

can switch on anonymity mode, but public information on authors specified at start of the 

campaign will be displayed in finished (including cancelled ones) campaigns. 

All personal data of users including passwords, emails, and all wallet identifiers are enciphered. 

It protects SiK users against crack or information leak. Even in the worst scenario, users' data, 

their passwords, and wallets remain securely protected, so that access to or transfers from 

their wallets are completely excluded.
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Conditions and provisions 

The present document serves for information purposes only and does not constitute an offer or 

appeal to buy or sell assets or other securities including on SIK platform or any another 

company relating to or associated with it. The present document is not a pooled investment 

plan and does not require registration or approval of the Monetary Authority of Singapore. The 

participants are recommended to read this document attentively and take it into consideration 

and be cautious with their investments. 

SIK tokens do not provide the control right. 

SIK token ownership does not entitle the holder with proprietary interest or the right to 

property of SIK company. 

While opinion and feedback of the community can be taken into account, SIK tokens do not 

entitle the holder with the right to participate in decision-making or to develop any business 

connected with SIK platform.  

SIK tokens are not securities. 

The user admits, understands, and agrees that SIK tokens are not securities and are not 

registered in one official body as securities and shall not be considered as such.  

Lack of income or profit guarantees. 

All examples of income and profit calculation used in the present document are specified for 

illustrative purposes only or for illustration of the average values in the field and do not 

constitute the guarantee that these results will be achieved according to the marketing plan. 

Blockchain-related technology is supervised and controlled by various regulating bodies 

worldwide; thus, the approach varies depending on jurisdictions. SIK tokens, turnover of them, 

and any actions therewith can be considered as illegal in your jurisdiction and you should 

understand that all risks will be incurred by the investor and will not be compensated by the 

project team. 
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It concerns especially the residents of the USA, China, Singapore, Korea, and a number of other 

countries which have enacted the corresponding legal restrictions. We do not recommend the 

residents of above mentioned countries to participate in ICO. 

Refund of means. 

Shall the ICO startup fail, the funds will be returned to wallets of users, who have transferred 

them to smart-wallet of the ICO project.  

SIK tokens are not the investment. 

SIK tokens do not constitute any kind of official or legally valid investments. Goals stated in this 

document can be changed due to unforeseen circumstances. In spite of the fact we aim to 

reach all goals specified in this document, all persons and parties buying SIK tokens bear risks. 

Quantum computers. 

Technical innovations, such as quantum computer development, can represent danger to 

cryptocurrencies including SIK tokens. 

Risk of money losses. 

The means raised during the ICO are not insured. There are no private or public insurance agent 

for the buyer to address to in case of loss or decrease of cost. 

Risk of failure. 

It is possible that SIK platform and all further marketing actions relating to funds raised during 

this ICO will fail for various reasons including, but not limited to inconsistencies of business 

agreements or marketing strategy. 

Regulating uncertainty. 

Blockchain-relating technologies are supervised and controlled by various regulating bodies 

worldwide. SIK tokens fall under regulation by them including restriction of use or ownership of 

digital tokens, such as SIK tokens, which can slow down or limit functionality or buyout of SIK 

tokens in the future. 
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Risk of new technologies application. 

Crypto-tokens, such as SIK, are rather new and relatively unproven technology. In addition to 

risks mentioned in the present document, there are additional risks which cannot be foreseen 

by SIK team. These risks can materialized in the other forms of risks, besides the specified ones. 

Risks connected with Ethereum. 

SIK tokens are issued on Ethereum blockchain. In this connection, any malfunction or wrong 

functioning of Ethereum protocol can result in unforeseen functioning of SIK platform. 

Disclaimer of guarantees.  

You agree that use or impossibility to use SIK tokens are carried out at your own risk and you 

relieve SIK team from responsibility. Once issued SIK tokens will be sent to you without any 

guarantees, express or implied, including disclaimer of guarantees of all implied guarantees of 

commercial value for a specific purpose, without violation of someone's intellectual property 

rights; as some jurisdictions do not allow to exclude the implied guarantees the above-

mentioned exclusion of the implied guarantees may not apply for your case. 

Crowdinvesting. 

SIK platform does not bear any responsibility for obligations given by crowdinvesting campaigns 

authors to their investors who have bought tokens on SIK platform. SIK platform is only the 

intermediary between authors of such campaigns and the investors. The function of SIK 

platform consists in the transfer of means from investors to authors and of tokens of 

crowdinvesting campaigns authors - to investors. Execution of stages is supervised by the 

chosen oracle-experts who work independently and are not connected with SIK platform. 

Observance of legal aspects. 

We have carried out legal examination to ensure SIK project conforms to new legal norms of 

Initial coin offering at ICO stage. 

According to opinion of our lawyers and on the basis of Howey test, we can state that SIK  

tokens are not securities and do not require registration. 
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SIK project is focused on legal regulation of ICO, digital tokens, and transactions with 

cryptocurrencies to provide the investors and startup projects with secure and reliable 

solutions for modern crowdfunding. 

Integration. 

The present Agreement constitutes the entire agreement between the parties concerning the 

subject hereunder. All previous agreements, discussions, presentations, guarantees, and 

conditions are united in the present document. There are no guarantees, representations, 

conditions, or agreements, express or implied, between the parties, except for those specified 

in the present Agreement. The present Agreement can be changed only by written document 

properly drawn up by the parties. 

Any relations between SIK token founders and SIK platform developer on the one side and 

holders of SIK tokens and users of SIK platform on the other side including, but not limited to 

relations arising from the use of SIK token and SIK platform, shall be regulated and settled 

according to the legislation of the country, where SIK token founder or SIK platform developer 

is registered, depending on whether one party in a specific relations (argument) is represented 

by SIK token founder or SIK platform developer. The exceptions from this rule are not allowed, 

unless other procedures are prescribed by normative acts of the country, where SIK token 

founder or SIK platform developer is registered, or international agreements signed, ratified, 

and having obligatory status in the country of registration of SIK token or SIK platform founder. 

Shall the jurisdiction of your state not allow the above-mentioned exceptions from implied 

guarantees, such exceptions will not apply to you to the extent which is maximally limited and 

directly provided by normative acts. 
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